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1. Introduction 
It  proved  a  turning  point  in the  development  of  fuzzy mathematics  when  the  notion  
of  fuzzy  set  was  introduced  by  Zadeh [31]. Fuzzy  set  theory  has many  applications  
in applied science  such  as neural network theory, stability theory, mathematical  
programming, modelling theory, engineering  sciences, medical  sciences (medical 
genetics, nervous  system), image  processing, control  theory, communication etc. There  
are  many  view  points  of  the  notion  of  the metric  space  in  fuzzy  topology, see, 
e.g., Erceg  [9], Deng [8],  Kaleva and  Seikkala [19], Kramosil  and  Michalek [20], 
George  and  Veermani [12]. In this paper, we are considering the Fuzzy metric space in 
the sense of Kramosil and Michalek [20]. 
 
Definition 1.1. A binary operation∗on  [0, 1] is a �-norm if it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
         (i)  ∗  is  associative  and  commutative, 
        (ii) � ∗  1 =  � for every � ∈ [0, 1] , 
       (iii) � ∗  � ≤   � ∗  � whenever � ≤  � and  � ≤  �. 
Basics examples of �-norm are �- norm  ∆� , ∆�(�, �) =  ��� (� + � − 1, 0),  �-norm ∆�, ∆�(�, �) =  �� and  �- norm ∆� , ∆�(�, �) = ���{�, �}. 
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Definition 1.2. The  3- tuple (�,  , ∆)  is  called a  fuzzy  metric  space  (in the sence  of  
Kramosil and  Michalek) if  �  is  an  arbitrary  set,  ∆ is  a  continuous  �- norm  and     
is  a  fuzzy  set  on �!  ×  [0, ∞)  satisfying  the  following  conditions for  all  �, $ , % ∈ �  and   &, �  >  0 
    (1)   (�, $, 0 )   =  0,  (�, $, � )   >  0, 
    (2)   (�, $, �)   =  1, for all   t > 0 if and only �(   �  =  $, 
    (3)   (�, $, � )   =   ($, �, � ), 
    (4)  (�, %, � +  & )  ≥  ∆( (�, $, � ) ,  ($, %, & )), 
    (5)   (�, $, . )  ∶  [0, ∞)  →  [0, 1] is left continuous. 
Note  that   (�, $, � )  can  be  thought of  as  the  degree of  nearness  between  �  and  $  with  respect  to �. We  identify  � = $  with   (�, $, �)  = 1 for  all  � >  0 and    (�, $, �)  = 0 with � = 0. 
 
Definition 1.3. A sequence  {�,}  in  (�,  , ∆) is said to be 

(i)    Convergent with limit �  if  -��,→.  (�, , �, � ) = 1for all � >  0. 
(ii)    Cauchy sequence in � if given / >  0 and  λ>  0, there exists a positive 
Integer 01,2 such that   (�,, �3, /) >  1 −λ for all  �, � ≥ 01,2. 

        (iii)   Complete if every Cauchy sequence in � is convergent in �. 
Fixed  point  theory in  fuzzy  metric  space  has  been  developing  since  the  paper  of  
Grabiec [12]. Subramanyam [21] gave a generalization of Jungck [17]  theorem  for  
commuting  mapping  in the  setting  of  fuzzy  metric  space.  

In  1996,  Jungck[17] introduced  the  notion  of  weakly  compatible  as  follows 
: 
Definition 1.4. Two  maps  (  and  4  are  said  to  be  weakly  compatible if  they  
commute  at their  coincidence  points. 
 
Definition 1.5. The pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) on a fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) are said to 
satisfy the common property (E.A) if there exists two sequence {�,} and {$,}  in � such 
that -��,→∞ 5�,=-��,→∞ 6�, = -��,→∞7$,=-��,→∞ 8$, = 9, for some 9 ∈ �. 
If 7 = 5 and 8 = 6 in the definition we get the definition of the property (E.A). 
 
Definition 1.6. A pair of self-mappings 5 and 6 of a fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) is said 
to satisfy the common limit range property with respect to the mapping 6 (briefly CLRs 
property), if there exists a sequence {�,} in � such that  -��,→∞ ( 5�, , 9, �) = -��,→∞ ( 6�, , 9, �) = 1, for some 9 ∈ 6(�) and for all � >  0. 
Now we give an example of self-mappings 5 and 6 satisfying the CLRs property (see [1]) 
 
Example 1.1. Let (�,  , ∆) fuzzy metric space with � = [0,∞) and for all �, $ ∈ � by  (�, $, �) = ::;|=>?| , � > 0 and  (�, $, 0) = 0, where ∆(�, �) = min {�, �} for all �, � ∈ [0,1]. Define self-mappings 5 and 6 on � by 5� = � + 3, 6� = 4�. Let a sequence {�, = 1 + E,}, � ∈ 0  in �. 
Since   lim,→∞ 5�, = lim,→∞ 6�, = 4, then  lim,→∞  (5�,, 4, �) = lim,→∞  (6�,, 4, �) = 1, where 4 ∈ �. Therefore, the mappings 
A and S satisfy the CLRs property. 
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Remark 1.1. From the example 1.1, it is clear that a pair (5, 6) satisfying the property 
(E.A) property with the closeness of the subspace 6(�) always verify the CLRs property. 
 
Definition 1.7. The pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) on fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) are said to 
satisfy common limit range property with respect to mappings 6 and 8 (briefly GHIJK 
property) if there exists two sequence {�,} and {$,}  in � such that for all � > 0                       -��,→∞ ( 5�, , 9, �) = -��,→∞ ( 6�, , 9, �) = -��,→∞ ( 7$, , 9, �) =                    -��,→∞ ( 8$, , 9, �) = 1,where9 ∈ 6(�) ∩ 8(�). 
 
Remark 1.2. If 7 = 5 and 8 = 6 in the definition we get the definition of CLRs 
property. 
 
Remark 1.3. The GHIJK property implies the common property (E.A), but the converse 
is not true in general (see [5]). 
 
Proposition 1.1. [5] If the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) satisfy the common property (E.A) and 6(�) and 8(�) are closed subsets of �, then the pairs satisfy also the GHIJK property. 
 
Definition 1.8. [14] The pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) on a fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) are 
said to satisfy common limit range property with respect to mappings 6 and 8 (briefly GHIJK property) if there exists two sequence {�,} and {$,}  in � such that for all � > 0                       -��,→∞ ( 5�, , 9, �) = -��,→∞ ( 6�, , 9, �) = -��,→∞ ( 7$, , 9, �) =                    -��,→∞ ( 8$, , 9, �) = 1,where9 = 6% = 8%, for some % ∈ �. 
 
Remark 1.4. If 7 = 5 and 8 = 6in the above definition we get the definition of CLRs 
property. 
 
Definition 1.9. [13] Two families of self-mappings {5M} and {6N} are said to be pair wise 
commuting if  

(1) 5M5N = 5N5M, �, O ∈ {1,2, . . , �} 
(2) 6Q6R = 6R6Q, S, - ∈ {1,2, . . , �} (3) 5M6Q = 6Q5M, � ∈ {1,2, . . , �}, S ∈ {1,2, . . , �} 

 
Lemma 1.1. [21] Let {�,} be a sequence in a fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) with 
continuous t-norm ∆  and ∆(�, �) ≥ �.  If there exists a constant S ∈ (0, 1) such that     (�,, �,;E$, S�) ≥  (�,>E, �,, �) 
for all � >  0 and � = 1,2,3. .... then {�,} is a Cauchy sequence in �. 
 
Lemma 1.2. [21] Let (�,  , ∆) fuzzy metric space .  If there exists  S ∈ (0, 1) such that     (�, $, S�) ≥  (�, $, �) for all  �, $ ∈ � and � >  0,  then  � =  $. 
 
3. Main results 
Now we prove the main results as follows. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 5, 7, 6 and 8 be mappings of a complete fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) 
into itself satisfying the following conditions: 
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(3.1) the pair (5, 6) satisfies the GHIJ property or the pair (7, 8) satisfies the GHIK 
property, 
(3.2)  5(�)  ⊆ 8(�),   7(�)  ⊆ 6(�), 
(3.3) 8(�) or 6(�) is a closed subset of �, 
(3.4) 7($,) converges for every sequence {$,} in � whenever 8($,) converges or 5(�,) 
converges for every sequence {�,} in � whenever 6(�,) converges `1 + a (6�, 8$, �)b (5�, 7$, �)> min{ (5�, 6�, �) (7$, 8$, �),  (6�, 7$, �) (5�, 8$, �)}                     + ��� c (6�, 8$, �), &9def;eghgij min{ (5�, 6�, �E),  (7$, 8$, �!)}&9dek;elh!emin{ (6�, 7$, �m),  (5�, 8$, �n)} o      (3.5)   

for all �, $ ∈ �,� > 0, for some a ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ S < 2. Then the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) 
satisfy the GHIJK property. 
Proof: Suppose that the pair (5, 6) satisfies the GHIJ property and 8(�) is closed subset 
of �. Then there exists a sequence {�,} in � such that                                   lim,→∞ 5�, = lim,→∞ 6�,=z, where % ∈ 6(�). 
Since 5(�)  ⊆ 8(�),  there exists a sequence {$,} in � such that 5(�,) = 8($,).So                 lim,→∞ 8$, = lim,→∞ 5�,= %, where % ∈ 6(�)⋂8(�). 
Thus 5�, → %, 6�, → % and  8$, → %. Now we show the 7$, → %. 
Let lim,→.  (7$,, -, �r) = 1. Now we show that - = %. Assume that - ≠ %. We prove 
that there exists �r > 0 such that  

                                 (%, -, !Q �r) >  (%, -, �r).                                                              (3.6) 

Suppose the contrary. Therefore for all � > 0, we have  

                                (%, -, !Q �) ≤  (%, -, �).                                                                  (3.7) 

Using repeatedly (3.7), we obtain  (%, -, �) ≥  t%, -, !Q �u ≥ ⋯ ≥  (%, -, t!Qu, �) → 1 as � → ∞, this shows that   (%, -, �) = 1 for all � > 0, which contradicts - ≠ %. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that �r in (3.6) is a continuous point of  (%, -, �). Since every distance distribution function is left-continuous, (3.6) implies that 
there exists / > 0 such that (3.6) holds for all � ∈ (�r − /, �r). Since  (%, -, �) is non-
decreasing, the set of all discontinuous points of  (%, -, �) is a countable set at most. 
Thus when �ra discontinuous point of is  (%, -, �), we can choose a continuous point �E 
of  (%, -, �) and  (%, -, �) in (�r − /, �r) to replace �r. Using the inequality (3.5), with � = �,, y= $,, we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (6�,, 8$,, �r)b (5�,, 7$,, �r) > a min w (5�,, 6�,, �r) (7$,, 8$,, �r), (6�,, 7$, , �r) (5�,, 8$, , �r)x 

+ ���
yz{
z|  (6�,, 8$,, �r),min } (5�, , 6�,, /),  ~7$,, 8$,, �2S �r − /���

min� `6�,, 7$,, (2�r − /)b,  (5�,, 8$,, /)� �z�
z�

 

For all / ∈ (0, !Q �r). Letting � → ∞, we have  

 (%, -, �r) + a (%, -, �r) ≥  (%, -, �r) + ��� } ~%, -, �2S �r − /�� ,  (%, -, (2�r − /))� 
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As / → 0, we obtain  (%, -, �r) ≥  (%, -, !Q �r), which contradicts (3.6). Thus the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) satisfy the GHIJK property. 
 
Remark 3.1. The converse of lemma 3.1 is not true. 
 
Theorem 3.1. Let 5, 7, 6 and 8 be mappings of a complete fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) 
into itself satisfying the inequality (3.5) of lemma 3.1. If the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) 
satisfy the GHIJK property, the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8)  have coincidence points. 
Moreover, if (5, 6) and (7, 8) are weakly compatible, then  5, 7, 6 and 8 have a unique 
common fixed point in �. 
Proof: Suppose that the pairs (5, 6)  and (7, 8) satisfies the GHIJKproperty, there exists 
two sequences {�,}  and {$,}   in � such that          lim,→∞ 5�, = lim,→∞ 6�,= lim,→∞ 8$, = lim,→∞ 7$,=%, where % ∈ 6(�)⋂8(�). 
Hence, there exists 9, � ∈ � such that 69 =  8� = %. 
Now we show that 59 =  69 = %. 
If59 ≠ 69, putting  � = 9 and $ = $, in inequality (3.5), we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (69, 8$,, �r)b (59, 7$,, �r) > a min w (59, 69, �r) (7$,, 8$,, �r), (69, 7$,, �r) (59, 8$,, �r)x 

+ ���
yz{
z|  (69, 8$,, �r),min } ~59, 6�,, �2S �r − /�� ,  (7$, , 8$, , /)�min{ (69, 7$,, /),  (59, 8$,, (2�r − /))} �z�

z�
 

`1 + a (%, %, �r)b (59, %, �r) > a min w  (59, %, �r) (%, %, �r), (69, %, �r) (59, %, �r)x 
 + ���

yz{
z|  (69, %, �r),min } ~59, %, �2S �r − /�� ,  (%, %, /)�

min� (%, %, /),  `59, %, (2�r − /)b� �z�
z�

 

 (59, %, �r) + a (59, %, �r) ≥ a (59, %, �r)                                        +��� } ~5%, %, �2S �r − /�� ,  (5%, %, (2�r − /))� 

for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r). Letting � → ∞, we have  

As / → 0,  (%, -, �r) ≥  (%, -, !Q �r), which contradicts (3.6) and so 59 =  69 = %. 
Therefore 9 is a coincidence point of the pair (5, 6). 
 Now we assert that 7� = 8� = %. If % ≠ 7�, putting � = 9 and $ = � in the 
inequality (3.5), we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (69, 8�, �r)b (59, 7�, �r) > a min w (59, 69, �r) (7�, 8�, �r), (69, 7�, �r) (59, 8�, �r)x 

 + ���
yz{
z|  (69, 8�, �r),min } (59, 6�, /),  ~7�, 8�, �2S �r − /���

min� `69, 7�, (2�r − /)b,  (59, 8�, /)� �z�
z�
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`1 + a (%, %, �r)b (%, 7�, �r) > a min w (%, %, �r) (7�, %, �r), (%, 7�, �r) (%, %, �r)x 
 + ���

yz{
z|  (%, %, �r),min } (%, %, /),  ~7�, %, �2S �r − /���

min� `7�, %, (2�r − /)b,  (%, %, /)� �z�
z�

 

 (%, 7�, �r) + a (%, 7�, �r) ≥ a (%, 7�, �r)                                        +��� } ~7�, %, �2S �r − /�� ,  (7�, %, (2�r − /))� 

for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r). As / → 0,  (7�, %, �r) ≥  (7�, %, !Q �r), which contradicts (3.6) and 

so 7� =  8� = %. Therefore � is a coincidence point of the pair (7, 8). 
Since the pair (5, 6) is weakly compatible and 59 =  69 we obtain 5% =  6%. Now we 
prove that % is a common fixed point of 5 and 6. If % ≠ 5%, applying the inequality (3.5) 
with � = % and $ = �, we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (6%, 8�, �r)b (5%, 7�, �r) > a min w (5%, 6%, �r) (7�, 8�, �r), (6%, 7�, �r) (5%, 8�, �r)x 

 + ���
yz{
z|  (5%, %, �r),min } (5%, 6�, /),  ~7�, 8�, �2S �r − /���

min� `6%, 7�, (2�r − /)b,  (5%, 8�, /)� �z�
z�

 

`1 + a (5%, %, �r)b (5%, %, �r) > a min w  (%, %, �r) (%, %, �r), (5%, %, �r) (5%, %, �r)x 
 + ���

yz{
z|  (5%, %, �r),min } (%, %, /),  ~%, %, �2S �r − /���

min� `%, %, (2�r − /)b,  (%, %, /)� �z�
z�

 

 (5%, %, �r) + a( (5%, %, �r))! ≥ a( (5%, %, �r))! +  (5%, %, �r) 
 

for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r).  (5%, %, �r) ≥  (5%, %, �r), which contradicts (3.6) and so 5% = 6% = %, which shows that z is a common fixed point of 5 and  6. 
 Since the pair (7, 8) is weakly compatible, we get 7% = 8%. Similarly, we can 
prove that % is a common fixed point of 7 and 8. Hence % is a common fixed point of 5, 7, 6 and 8. 
We now give an example to illustrate the above theorem see for details [1] 
 
Example 3.1. [1] Let (�,  , ∆) be a fuzzy metric space with � = [3,11] and for all �, $ ∈ � by  (�, $, �) = ::;|=>?| ,  (�, $, 0) = 0, � > 0, where ∆(�, �) = min {�, �} for 

all �, � ∈ [0,1]. 
Define self maps 5, 7, 6 and 8 on �as follows: 5� = w3    �(� ∈ 3 ⋃(5,11)10       �(� ∈ (3,5) � , 7� = w3 �(� ∈ 3⋃(5,11)9      �(� ∈ (3,5) � 
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6� = � 3              �(� = 37     �(� ∈ (3,5) � + 13 �(� ∈ (5,11)  ,             ,        � 8� = � 3              �(� = 3� + 4     �(� ∈ (3,5) � − 2   �(� ∈ (5,11)  ,             ,        � 
We take {�, = 3}, {$, = 5 + E,} or {�, = 5 + E,}, {$, = 3}, since -��,→∞ 5�,=-��,→∞ 6�, = -��,→∞ 7$,=-��,→∞ 8$, =  3 ∈ 6(�)⋂8(�); 
Then the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) satisfy the GHIJK  property . Also  
Then all the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and 3 is the unique common fixed 
point of the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8). 
Remark that all the mappings are even discontinuous at their unique common fixed point 
3. In this example 6(�) and 8(�) are not closed subsets of �. 
 
Lemma 3.2. Let 5, 7, 6 and 8 be mappings of a completefuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) 
into itself satisfying the conditions (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) of lemma 3.1 an `1 + a (6�, 8$, �)b (5�, 7$, �) > a min w (5�, 6�, �) (7$, 8$, �), (6�, 7$, �) (5�, 8$, �)x 
                                           + ���

yz{
z|�  (6�, 8$, �)&9def;eghgij min{ (5�, 6�, �E),  (6�, 7$, �!)}&9dek;elhgij min{ (7$, 8$, �m),  (5�, 8$, �n)}�

�z�
z�

   (3.8) 

for all �, $ ∈ �,� > 0, for some a ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ S < 2. Then the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) 
satisfy the GHIJK property. 
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, there exists �r > 0 such that (3.6) holds. Using the 
inequality (3.8), with � = �,, $ = $,, we have  `1 + a (6�,, 8$,, �r)b (5�,, 7$,, �r) > amin w (5�,, 6�, , �r) (7$,, 8$,, �r), (6�,, 7$,, �r) (5�, , 8$,, �r)x 
                                                          + ���

yzz
{z
z|

yz{
z|  (6�,, 8$,, �r)min } (5�,, 6�,, /),  ~6�,, 7$,, �2S �r − /���

min } ~7$,, 8$,, �2S �r − /�� ,  (5�,, 8$,, /)�
�
�zz
�z
z�

 

for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r). Letting � → ∞, we have `1 + a (%, %, �r)b (%, -, �r) > amin w (%, %, �r) (-, %, �r), (%, -, �r) (%, %, �r)x 
+ ���

yzz
{z
z|

yz{
z|  (%, %, �r)min } (%, %, /),  ~%, -, �2S �r − /���

min } ~-, %, �2S �r − /�� ,  (%, %, /)�
�
�zz
�z
z�
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 (%, -, �r) + a (%, %, �r)
> a (%, %, �r) +  ���

yzz
{
zz|

yzz
{z
z|  (%, %, �r)

min c `%, %, (/)b,  �%, -, ~�2S �r − /���o
min c �-, %, ~�2S �r − /��� ,  `%, %, (/)bo

�
�zz
�
zz�

 

 (%, -, �r) > ��� }1,  ~%, -, �2S �r − /��� 

 

As / → 0, we obtain,   (%, -, �r) ≥  (%, -, !Q �r), which contradicts (3.6) and so we have % = -. Then the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) satisfy the GHIJK property. 
 
Theorem 3.2. Let 5, 7, 6 and 8 be mappings of a complete fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) 
into itself satisfying the inequality (3.8) of lemma 3.2. If the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) 
satisfy the GHIJK property, the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8)  have coincidence points. 
Moreover, if (5, 6) and (7, 8) are weakly compatible, then  5, 7, 6 and 8 have a unique 
common fixed point in �. 
Proof: Suppose that the pairs (5, 6)  and (7, 8) satisfies the GHIJK property, there exists 
two sequences {�,}  and {$,}  in � such that           lim,→∞ 5�, = lim,→∞ 6�,= lim,→∞ 8$, = lim,→∞ 7$,=%, where % ∈ 6(�)⋂8(�). 
Hence there exists 9, � ∈ � such that 69 =  8� = %. 
Now we show that 59 =  69 = %. 
If59 ≠ 69, putting  � = 9 and $ = $, in inequality (3.8), we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (69, 8$,, �r)b (59, 7$,, �r) > a min w (59, 69, �r) (7$,, 8$,, �r), (69, 7$,, �r) (59, 8$,, �r)x 

+ ���
yz{
z|  (69, 8$,, �r),min } ~59, 69, �2S �r − /�� ,  (69, 7$,, /)�

min } (7$,, 8$, , /),  ~59, 8$, , �2S �r − /����z�
z�

 

`1 + a (%, %, �r)b (59, %, �r) > a min w (59, %, �r) (%, %, �r), (%, %, �r) (59, %, �r)x 
 + ���

yz{
z|  (%, %, �r),min } ~59, %, �2S �r − /�� ,  (%, %, /)�

min } (%, %, /),  ~59, %, �2S �r − /����z�
z�

 

 (59, %, �r) + a (59, %, �r) ≥ a (59, %, �r)                                        +��� } ~5%, %, �2S �r − /�� ,  ~5%, %, �2S �r − /��� 
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for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r). Letting � → ∞, we have  

As / → 0,  (%, -, �r) ≥  (%, -, !Q �r), which contradicts (3.6) and so 59 =  69 = %. 
Therefore 9 is a coincidence point of the pair (5, 6). 
 Now we assert that 7� = 8� = %. If % ≠ 7�, putting � = 9 and $ = � in the 
inequality (3.8), we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (69, 8�, �r)b (59, 7�, �r) > a min w (59, 69, �r) (7�, 8�, �r), (69, 7�, �r) (59, 8�, �r)x 

 + ���
yz{
z|  (69, 8�, �r),min } (59, 6�, /),  ~69, 7�, �2S �r − /���

min } ~7�, 8�, �2S �r − /�� ,  (59, 8�, /)��z�
z�

 

`1 + a (%, %, �r)b (%, 7�, �r) > a min w (%, %, �r) (7�, %, �r), (%, 7�, �r) (%, %, �r)x 
 + ���

yz{
z|  (%, %, �r),min } (%, %, /),  ~7�, %, �2S �r − /���

min } ~7�, %, �2S �r − /�� ,  (%, %, /)��z�
z�

 

 (%, 7�, �r) + a (%, 7�, �r) ≥ a (%, 7�, �r)                                        +��� } ~7�, %, �2S �r − /�� ,  ~7�, %, �2S �r − /��� 

for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r). As / → 0,  (7�, %, �r) ≥  (7�, %, !Q �r), which contradicts (3.6) and 

so 7� =  8� = %. Therefore � is a coincidence point of the pair (7, 8). 
Since the pair (5, 6) is weakly compatible and 59 =  69 we obtain 5% =  6%. Now we 
prove that % is a common fixed point of 5and 6. If% ≠ 5%, applying the inequality (3.8) 
with � = % and $ = �, we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (6%, 8�, �r)b (5%, 7�, �r) > a min w (5%, 6%, �r) (7�, 8�, �r), (6%, 7�, �r) (5%, 8�, �r)x 

 + ���
yz{
z|  (5%, %, �r),min } (5%, 6%, /),  ~6%, 7�, �2S �r − /���

min } (7�, 8�, /),  ~5%, 8�, �2S �r − /����z�
z�

 

`1 + a (5%, %, �r)b (5%, %, �r) > a min w  (%, %, �r) (%, %, �r), (5%, %, �r) (5%, %, �r)x 
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 + ���
yz{
z|  (5%, %, �r),min } (%, %, /),  ~5%, %, �2S �r − /���

min } (%, %, /),  ~5%, %, �2S �r − /����z�
z�

 

 (5%, %, �r) + a` (5%, %, �r)b! ≥ a` (5%, %, �r)b! +                                                                min } (5%, %, �r),  ~5%, %, �2S �r − /��� 

 (5%, %, �r) > min } (5%, %, �r),  ~5%, %, �2S �r − /��� =  (5%, %, �r) 

for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r), we get   (5%, %, �r) ≥  (5%, %, �r), which contradicts (3.6) and so 5% =  6% = %, which shows that z is a common fixed point of 5 and  6. 
 Since the pair (7, 8) is weakly compatible, we get 7% = 8%. Similarly, we can 
prove that % is a common fixed point of 7 and 8. Hence, % is a common fixed point of 5, 7, 6 and 8. 

If 7 = 5 and 8 = 6 in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain a common fixed point 
for a set of self-mappings. 
In the proof of the following lemma, we do not need to prove the inequality (3.6). 
 
Lemma 3.3. Let 5, 7, 6 and 8 be mappings of a complete fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) 
into itself satisfying the conditions (3.1),(3.2),(3.3) and (3.4) of lemma 3.1 and `1 + a (6�, 8$, �)b (5�, 7$, �) > amin w (5�, 6�, �) (7$, 8$, �), (6�, 7$, �) (5�, 8$, �)x 
                                    + ���

yz{
z|�  (6�, 8$, �)&9def;eghgij max{ (5�, 6�, �E),  (7$, 8$, �m)}&9dek;elh!emax{ (6�, 7$, �!),  (5�, 8$, �n)}�

�z�
z�

        (3.9) 

for all �, $ ∈ �,� > 0, for some a ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ S < 2. Then the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) 
satisfy the GHIJK property. 
Proof: Suppose that the pair (5, 6) satisfies the GHIJ property and 8(�) is closed subset 
of �. Then there exists a sequence {�,} in � such that                                   lim,→∞ 5�, = lim,→∞ 6�,=z, where % ∈ 6(�). 
Since 5(�)  ⊆ 8(�),  there exists a sequence {$,} in � such that 5(�,) = 8($,).So                 lim,→∞ 8$, = lim,→∞ 5�,= %, where % ∈ 6(�)⋂8(�). 
Thus 5�, → %, 6�, → % and  8$, → %. Now we show the 7$, → %. 
Let lim,→.  (7$,, -, �r) = 1.  
Now we show that - = %. Assume that - ≠ %. Using the inequality (3.9), with � = �,, $ = $,, we get for some �r > 0. `1 + a (6�,, 8$,, �r)b (5�,, 7$,, �r) > amin w (5�,, 6�, , �r) (7$,, 8$,, �r), (6�,, 7$,, �r) (5�, , 8$,, �r)x 
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                                             + ���
yz{
z|

yz{
z|  (6�,, 8$,, �r)max } (5�,, 6�,, /),  ~7$, , 8$,, �2S �r − /���

min� `6�,, 7$,, (2�r − /)b,  (5�,, 8$,, /)�
�
�z�
z�

 

for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r). Letting � → ∞, we have `1 + a (%, %, �r)b (%, -, �r) > amin w (%, %, �r) (-, %, �r), (%, -, �r) (%, %, �r)x 
+ ���

yz{
z|

yz{
z|  (%, %, �r)max } (%, %, /),  ~%, -, �2S �r − /���

max� `%, -, (2�r − /)b,  (%, %, /)�
�
�z�
z�

 

 (%, -, �r) + a (%, %, �r)
> a (%, %, �r) +  ���

yz
{z
|

yz{
z|  (%, %, �r)

max c `%, %, (/)b,  �%, -, ~�2S �r − /���o
max � t-, %, `(2�r − /)bu ,  `%, %, (/)b�

�
�z
�z
�

 

 (%, -, �r) >  1 for some �r > 0 and so we have % = -. Then the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) 
satisfy the GHIJK property. 
 
Theorem 3.3. Let 5, 7, 6 and 8 be mappings of a complete fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) 
into itself satisfying the inequality (3.9) of lemma 3.3. If the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) 
satisfy the GHIJK property, the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) have coincidence points. 
Moreover, if (5, 6) and (7, 8) are weakly compatible, then  5, 7, 6 and 8 have a unique 
common fixed point in �. 
Proof: Suppose that the pairs (5, 6)  and (7, 8) satisfies the GHIJK property, there exists 
two sequences  {�,}  and {$,}  in � such that          lim,→∞ 5�, = lim,→∞ 6�,= lim,→∞ 8$, = lim,→∞ 7$,=%, where % ∈ 6(�)⋂8(�). 
Hence, there exists 9, � ∈ � such that 69 =  8� = %. 
Now we show that 59 =  69 = %. 
If59 ≠ 69,  putting  � = 9 and $ = $, in inequality (3.9), we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (69, 8$,, �r)b (59, 7$,, �r) > a min w (59, 69, �r) (7$,, 8$,, �r), (69, 7$,, �r) (59, 8$,, �r)x 

+ ���
yz{
z|  (69, 8$,, �r),max } ~59, 69, �2S �r − /�� ,  (7$,, 8$,, /)�

max� (69, 7$,, /),  `59, 8$, , (2�r − /)b� �z�
z�

 

`1 + a (%, %, �r)b (59, %, �r) > a min w (59, %, �r) (%, %, �r), (%, %, �r) (59, %, �r)x 
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 + ���
yz{
z|  (%, %, �r),max } ~59, %, �2S �r − /�� ,  (%, %, /)�

max� (%, %, /),  `59, %, (2�r − /)b� �z�
z�

 

 (59, %, �r) > 1, and so 59 =  69 = %. Therefore 9 is a coincidence point of the pair (5, 6). 
Now we assert that 7� = 8� = %. If % ≠ 7�, putting � = 9 and $ = � in the 

inequality (3.9), we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (69, 8�, �r)b (59, 7�, �r) > a min w (59, 69, �r) (7�, 8�, �r), (69, 7�, �r) (59, 8�, �r)x 
 + ���

yz{
z|  (69, 8�, �r),max } (59, 6�, /),  ~7�, 8�, �2S �r − /���

max� `69, 7�, (2�r − /)b,  (59, 8�, /)� �z�
z�

 

`1 + a (%, %, �r)b (%, 7�, �r) > a min w (%, %, �r) (7�, %, �r), (%, 7�, �r) (%, %, �r)x 
 + ���

yz{
z| �(%, %, �r),max } (%, %, /),  ~7�, %, �2S �r − /���

max� `7�, %, (2�r − /)b,  (%, %, /)� �z�
z�

 

�(7�, %, �r) > 1and so 7� =  8� = %. Therefore � is a coincidence point of the pair (7, 8). 
Since the pair (5, 6) is weakly compatible and 59 =  69 we obtain 5% =  6%. 

Now we prove that % is a common fixed point of 5and 6. If% ≠ 5%, applying the 
inequality (3.9) with � = % and $ = �, we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (6%, 8�, �r)b (5%, 7�, �r) > a min w (5%, 6%, �r) (7�, 8�, �r), (6%, 7�, �r) (5%, 8�, �r)x 

                                                  + ���
yz{
z|  (5%, %, �r),max } (5%, 6%, /),  ~7�, 8�, �2S �r − /���

max� (6%, 7�, /),  `5%, 8�, (2�r − /)b� �z�
z�

 

`1 + a (5%, %, �r)b (5%, %, �r) > a min w  (%, %, �r) (%, %, �r),,  (5%, %, �r) (5%, %, �r)x 
 + ���

yz{
z|  (5%, %, �r),max } (%, %, /),  ~5%, %, �2S �r − /���

max� (%, %, /),  `5%, %, (2�r − /)b� �z�
z�

 

 (5%, %, �r) + a` (5%, %, �r)b! ≥ a` (5%, %, �r)b! +                                                                                             min { (5%, %, �r),  (5%, %, �r)  (5%, %, �r) >  (5%, %, �r) 
which is impossible and so 5% =  6% = %, which shows that z is a common fixed point of 5 and  6. 
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Since the pair (7, 8) is weakly compatible, we get 7% = 8%. Similarly, we can prove that %is a common fixed point of 7 and 8. Hence % is a common fixed point of 5, 7, 6 and 8. 
Let � be the set of all non-decreasing and continuous functions φ: (0,1] → (0,1] such 
that φ(t) > � for all � ∈ (0,1]. 
 
Lemma 3.4. Let 5, 7, 6 and 8 be mappings of a complete fuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) 
into itself satisfying the conditions (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) of lemma 3.1 and `1 + a (6�, 8$, �)b (5�, 7$, �) > amin w (5�, 6�, �) (7$, 8$, �), (6�, 7$, �) (5�, 8$, �)x 
                                  + φ���� �  (6�, 8$, �)&9def;eghgij min{ (5�, 6�, �E),  (7$, 8$, �m)}

&9dek;elh !eQ min{ (6�, 7$, �!),  (5�, 8$, �n)}��(3.10) 

for all �, $ ∈ �,� > 0, for some a ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ S < 2, φ ∈ �.  Then the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) satisfy the GHIJK property. 
Proof: From the lemma3.3 we have  5�, → %, 6�, → % and  8$, → %. Now we show the 7$, → %. 
Let lim,→. �(7$,, -, �r) = 1. Now we show that - = %. Assume that - ≠ %. Using the 
inequality (3.10) with � = �,,  $ = $,, we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (6�,, 8$,, �r)b (5�,, 7$,, �r) > amin w (5�,, 6�, , �r) (7$,, 8$,, �r), (6�,, 7$,, �r) (5�, , 8$,, �r)x 
                                                       + φ

yz{
z|���

yz{
z|  (6�,, 8$,, �r)min } (5�,, 6�,, /),  ~7$,, 8$,, �2S �r − /���

min } ~6�,, 7$,, �2S �r − /�� ,  (5�,, 8$,, /)�
�
�z�
z�

 

for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r). Letting � → ∞, we have `1 + a (%, %, �r)b (%, -, �r) > amin w (%, %, �r) (-, %, �r), (%, -, �r) (%, %, �r)x 
+ φ

yz{
z|���

yz{
z|  (%, %, �r)min } (%, %, /),  ~%, -, �2S �r − /���

min } ~%, -, �2S �r − /�� ,  (%, %, /)�
�
�z�
z�

 

 (%, -, �r) + a (%, %, �r)> a (%, %, �r)  
+  φ

yzz
{z
z|���

yzz
{z
z|  (%, %, �r)

min c `%, %, (/)b,  �%, -, ~�2S �r − /���o
min c �-, %, ~�2S �r − /��� ,  `%, %, (/)bo

�
�zz
�z
z�
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 (%, -, �r) > φ� �-, %, ~�2S �r − /���� 

for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r), �s / → 0,  (%, -, �r) >  ~-, %, �t!Q �ru�� for some �r > 0. 
 By (3.7) so we have  % = -. Then the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) satisfy the GHIJK property. 
 
Remark 3.2. Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 remain true if we assume that the pair (7, 8) satisfies the GHIK property, 7(�)  ⊆ 6(�) and 6(�) is a closed subset of �. 
 
Theorem 3.4. Let 5, 7, 6 and 8 be mappings of a completefuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) 
into itself satisfying the inequality (3.10) of lemma 3.4. If the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) 
satisfy the GHIJK property, the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) have coincidence points. 
Moreover, if (5, 6) and (7, 8) are weakly compatible, then  5, 7, 6 and 8 have a unique 
common fixed point in �. 
Proof: Suppose that the pairs (5, 6)  and (7, 8) satisfies the GHIJK property, there exists 
two sequences  {�,}  and {$,}  in � such that          lim,→∞ 5�, = lim,→∞ 6�,= lim,→∞ 8$, = lim,→∞ 7$,=%, where % ∈ 6(�)⋂8(�). 
Hence, there exists 9, � ∈ � such that 69 =  8� = %. 
Now we show that 59 =  69 = %. 
If59 ≠ 69, putting  � = 9 and $ = $, in inequality (3.10), we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (69, 8$,, �r)b (59, 7$,, �r) > a min w (59, 69, �r) (7$,, 8$,, �r), (69, 7$,, �r) (59, 8$,, �r)x 

+φ
yzz
{
zz|���

yz
{
z|  (69, 8$, , �r),min } ~59, 69, �2S �r − /�� ,  (7$,, 8$,, /)�

min c (69, 7$, , /),  �59, 8$,, ~�2S �r − /���o�z
�
z�

�zz
�
zz�

 

`1 + a (%, %, �r)b (59, %, �r) > a min w (59, %, �r) (%, %, �r), (%, %, �r) (59, %, �r)x 
 + φ

yzz
{
zz|���

yz
{z
|  (%, %, �r),min } (59, %, /),  ~%, %, �2S �r − /���

min c (%, %, /),  �59, %, ~�2S �r − /���o�z
�z
�

�zz
�
zz�

 

 (59, %, �r) ≥ φ�min c (59, %, /),  �59, %, ~�2S �r − /���o� 

for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r), as / → 0,  (59, %, �r) ≥ φ` (59, %, �r)b >  (59, %, �r), 
which is impossible and so 59 =  69 = %. Therefore 9 is a coincidence point of the pair (5, 6). 
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Now we assert that 7� = 8� = %. If % ≠ 7�, putting � = 9 and $ = � in the inequality 
(3.10), we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (69, 8�, �r)b (59, 7�, �r) > a min w (59, 69, �r) (7�, 8�, �r), (69, 7�, �r) (59, 8�, �r)x 
                                                           + φ

yz{
z|���

yz{
z|  (69, 8�, �r),min }�(59, 6�, /),  ~7�, 8�, �2S �r − /���min{ (69, 7�, /),  (59, 8�, )} �z�

z�
�z�
z�

 

`1 + a (%, %, �r)b (%, 7�, �r) > a min w (%, %, �r) (7�, %, �r), (%, 7�, �r) (%, %, �r)x 
 + φ

yzz
{z
z|���

yz{
z|  (%, %, �r),min } (%, %, /),  ~7�, %, �2S �r − /���

min } (7�, %, /),  ~%, %, �2S �r − /����z�
z�

�zz
�z
z�

 

 (7�, %, �r) ≥ φ cmin } (7�, %, /),  ~7�, %, �2S �r − /���o 
for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r),As / → 0,  (7�, %, �r) ≥ φ` (7�, %, �r)b >  (7�, %, �r), 
which is impossible and so 7� =  8� = %. Therefore � is a coincidence point of the pair (7, 8). 
Since the pair (5, 6) is weakly compatible and 59 =  69 we obtain 5% =  6%. Now we 
prove that % is a common fixed point of 5and 6. If% ≠ 5%, applying the inequality (3.10) 
with � = % and $ = �, we get for some �r > 0 `1 + a (6%, 8�, �r)b (5%, 7�, �r) > a min w (5%, 6%, �r) (7�, 8�, �r), (6%, 7�, �r) (5%, 8�, �r)x 
                                                  + φ

yz{
z|���

yz{
z|  (5%, %, �r),min } (5%, 6%, /),  ~7�, 8�, �2S �r − /���

min� (6%, 7�, /),  `5%, 8�, (2�r − /)b� �z�
z�

�z�
z�

 

`1 + a (5%, %, �r)b (5%, %, �r) > a min w  (%, %, �r) (%, %, �r), (5%, %, �r) (5%, %, �r)x 
 + φ

yzz
{z
z|���

yz{
z|  (5%, %, �r),min } ~%, %, �2S �r − /�� ,  (5%, %, /)�

min } (%, %, /),  ~5%, %, �2S �r − /����z�
z�

�zz
�z
z�

 

 (5%, %, �r) + a` (5%, %, �r)b! ≥ a` (5%, %, �r)b! + 

φ �min c (5%, %, �r), ��� } (5%, %, /),  ~5%, %, �2S �r − /���o� 
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for all / ∈ (0, !Q �r), as / → 0, we get  (5%, %, �r) ≥ φ` (5%, %, �r)b >  (5%, %, �r), 
which is impossible and so 5% =  6% = %, which shows that z is a common fixed point of 5 and  6. 
Since the pair (7, 8) is weakly compatible, we get 7% = 8%. Similarly, we can prove that %is a common fixed point of 7 and 8. Hence % is a common fixed point of 5, 7, 6 and 8. 
 
Remark 3.3. In the Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 by a similar manner, we can prove 
that 5, 7, 6 and  8 have a unique common fixed point in � if we assume that the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) verify  GHIJK property or GHI¡¢ property instead of GHIJK property. 
 
Theorem 3.5. Let 5, 7, 6 and 8 be mappings of a completefuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆)   
into itself satisfying the conditions of lemma 3.1, or lemma 3.2, lemma 3.3, lemma 3.4,. 
If the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) are weakly compatible, then  5, 7, 6 and 8 have a unique 
common fixed point in �. 
Proof: In view of lemma 3.1, lemma 3.2, lemma 3.3 and lemma 3.4, the pairs (5, 6)  and (7, 8) satisfies the GHIJK property, there exists two sequences  {�,}  and {$,}  in � such 
that           lim,→∞ 5�, = lim,→∞ 6�,= lim,→∞ 8$, = lim,→∞ 7$,=%, where % ∈ 6(�)⋂8(�). 
The rest of the proof follows as in the proof of theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. 
 
Example 3.2. We retain 5 and 7 and replace 6 and 8 in the example 3.1 by the following 
mappings 

6� = � 3              �(� = 36     �(� ∈ (3,5) � + 13 �(� ∈ [5,11)  ,             ,        � 8� = � 3              �(� = 39     �(� ∈ (3,5) � − 2   �(� ∈ [5,11),             ,        � 
Therefore, 5(�) = {3,4} ⊂ [3,9] = 8(�)and 7(�) = {3,5} ⊂ [3,6] = 6(�). 
Thus all the conditions of Theorem3.3 are satisfied and 3 is the unique common fixed 
point of the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8). Also it is noted that theorem 3.1 cannot be used in the 
context of this example as 6(�) and 8(�) are closed subsets of �. 
Applying theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, we deduce a common fixed point for four finite 
families of self-mappings given by the following corollary. 
 
Corollary 3.1. Let {5M}MhE3 , {7¥}¥hE, , {6Q}QhE¦  and {8§}§hE¨  be four finite families of self-
mappings of afuzzy metric space (�,  , ∆) where ∆  is a continuous t-norm with 5 =5E5! … 53,7 = 7E7! … 7,,6 = 6E6! … 6¦,8 = 8E8! … 8̈  satisfies the inequality (3.5) of 
lemma 3.1 or  the inequality (3.8) of lemma 3.2. Suppose that the pairs (5, 6) and (7, 8) 
verify the GHIJK property. Then  
{ 5M}MhE3 , {7¥}¥hE, , { 6Q}QhE¦  and {8§}§hE¨  a unique common fixed point in � provided that 
the pairs of families ̀{5M}MhE3 , { 6Q}QhE¦ b, `{ 7¥}¥hE, , { 8§}§hE¨ b commute pair wise.  
By setting 5 = 5E = 5! = ⋯ = 53, 7 = 7E = 7! = ⋯ = 7,,6 = 6E = 6! … = 6¦,  8 = 8E = 8! = ⋯ = 8̈  in the Corollary 3.1, we get that 5, 7, 6 and 8 have a unique 
common fixed point in �, provided that the pairs (53, 6¦) and (7,, 8¨) commute pair 
wise. 
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